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COLLECTIVE RIGHTS

Seumas Miller

issue of collective moral rights raises a number of important
issues.1 One such issue is the claimed existence of supra-individ
entities, such as nations and ethnic groups, that possess moral

properties, including moral rights, above and beyond the moral
properties that the individual persons that compose them possess.
Another issue is the possibility that fundamental human rights possessed

by individuals might be justifiably overridden by collective rights. A
third issue is the moral claims of minority cultural groups. Such claims
are typically couched in terms of collective rights. A fourth issue is the
justification for interference by one state in the affairs of another state.
One form of justification in such cases is the alleged collective right of
the members of a community to outside assistance.
In this paper I will argue that collective moral rights are joint rights
of individual persons. Accordingly, there may well be no need to postulate supra individual entities with moral rights above and beyond those

possessed by individuals.2
Specifically, I will argue that collective rights are joint rights to collective goods possessed in part in virtue of membership of a social group.

Here, the category of collective goods includes collective harm avoid-

ance as well as certain sorts of assistance to collectives. Further, the

notion of a social group here used is a suitably rich one; it involves at
least shared social norms, shared knowledge, and mechanisms for group

decision making.3 So if two strangers cooperate on a single occasion
only, then they do not necessarily constitute a social group. I offer a
definition of the notion of a social group in the last section of the paper.

The basic notion of a moral right that I will be working with is the
one typically advanced in the philosophical literature. Roughly speaking, a moral right: (i) entails correlative duties on the part of some other
agent, including at least the duty to refrain from preventing the bearer
of the right from exercising his/her right, and (ii) is a very weighty moral
consideration, but not a moral absolute.4
331
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So a collective right has these two properties. Howev

rights, if there are any, have further properties, namely on
guish them from individual rights. What those properties

this stage quite unclear. However, we can delimit collec
saying what they are not. A collective right is not a rig
an individual person in virtue of a property(s) possesse

vidual considered only as an individual. So the right to life
not a collective right, but in all probability the right of th
to self-determination is a collective right.
We need to distinguish between collective rights that are

against other social groups, and rights held against indiv
of the rights-bearing group itself. Collective rights of the

include, but are not exhausted by, rights of a social gro
the larger community to which it belongs. These are Ky
rights.5 Special rights are rights that one community h
does not. Rights claimed to be minority rights include
and hunting rights of indigenous peoples, and the political
rights of some minority cultures in semi-autonomous stat
An instance of collective rights held against the larg
might be the land rights of the Australian Aboriginals hel
Australians. An instance of a collective right held against o
social groups might be the right of one nation state not to
ventions in relation to its domestic policy by other stat
of a right held by the social group against the individual m
group might be the right of Islamic communities to enf
ings of the Islamic faith to all members of their communi
Moreover, theoretically a collective right could either be
attaches to a supra-individual social entity, such as the Vol
nation, or it could be a right that attaches to individua
social group.7 Proponents of the former view of collective
Van Dyke, Michael Macdonald, and (in a somewhat diffe
lective rights as rights of artificial persons) Reaume; prop
latter include Ian Macdonald, Hartney, and Narveson.8
Narveson, in particular, offers a strong individualist, lib
deed reductivist account of collective rights. Says Narv

Are there "collective rights", then? In the senses in which t

tion is currently under discussion, I believe that the answ
There are plenty of collectivities whose members' rights

violated if we were to interfere with them. But there are none who

may require anyone outside, or who may forcibly impose as a duty
on any fundamentally unwilling insiders of the group, to keep the
group in being or keep it operating at a level above some particular
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threshold or at some kind of level of a

by other groups, and so on. Groups a
cause their individual members are w
consists in letting them live their live

As will become clear, my favoured conception is in some respects
similar to Narveson's. Specifically, I offer an individualist account of
collective rights. However, in my view collective rights exist, but they
need to be understood as a species of joint right. Moreover, while
sympathetic to liberalism broadly conceived, I do not share Narveson's
radical liberal individualism. For example, contra Narveson, I accept the
existence of various sorts of (basic) positive rights.
Collective rights - whether conceived as supra-individual rights or
as the rights of individual members of social groups - might be claimed

to be rights to either individual or collective goods. Roughly speaking,
a collective good is one that cannot be exclusively enjoyed by an individual member of a social group. If it is enjoyed by one it is enjoyed by

all (or at least most). An example of a collective good might be an educated or tolerant or well-ordered society. Moreover, the notion of a
collective good here used is to be construed fairly widely so as to embrace avoidance of collective harms. An example of a collective harm to
a social group is invasion of its territory and loss of self-determination.
I believe - with Narveson and others - that there is a strong presump-

tion against accepting the existence of supra-individual entities
possessing moral rights. For one thing, such entities are ontologically
mysterious. For another, the acceptance of them brings with it moral
and political dangers of the kind evidenced in the relationship between
supra-individual collectivism and the emergence of totalitarian movements. And, as the ethnic cleansing operations of the Serbian military in

Bosnia and Kosovo have recently shown us, such fascist movements are
by no means a thing of the distant past.
At any rate, the burden of my case here against supra-individual col-

lective rights consists in the provision of an alternative individualist
account; not only are such supra-individual rights unwanted, they are
not needed.

Joint Rights

Joint rights are rights that attach to individual persons, but do so jointly.
On this view Joe, together with the other members of the Australian commu-

nity, have a joint right to exclude would-be immigrants to Australia.
Take another example, the right to secession. l0 Arguably the Kurds in

Iraq have a right to secede. But, if this is a right, it is not a right that
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some Kurdish person has as an individual, even an indiv

ber of the Kurdish people. After all, an individual person c
The right of the Kurds to secede - if it exists - is a right t
the individual members of the Kurdish social group, but d
If collective rights are joint rights - joint rights are n
collective rights - then a number of questions present them

precisely what are joint rights? Secondly, what sort of

rights rights to? In my view they are rights to collective
there is the question of the relationship between joint righ

bership of a social group. In my view collective rights

possessed in part in virtue of membership of a social group
tant to note that my use of the term "social group" is somew
Naturally, there are other perfectly legitimate, but less re

of the term. In the final section of this paper I offer a
social group, but for the moment it needs to be borne
social group (in my sense of social group) is not simply a g
viduals who happen to interact. For example, the combined
of two warring tribes does not constitute a single socia

sense of the term). And there is this further preliminary p

are rights against others and in that sense presuppose g
sense of the term "group"). However, this does not mak
lective rights, for the foundation of a right need not b

comembership with somebody else in some group (in any s

Let me now deal with the issues raised above, beginni
definition of joint rights.11

Roughly speaking, two or more agents have a joint m
some good, if they each have an individual moral right
no one else has a moral right to that good, and if the indiv
each is dependent on the individual rights of the others
that political participation in Canada is a good. Let us f
that each Canadian citizen has a moral right to political
Canada, non-Canadians do not have a right to political p
Canada, and the right to political participation of each Can

dent on the possession of the right to political participation
the other Canadians. In that case Canadians have a joint mo

Such joint rights need to be distinguished from unive

rights. Take the right to life as an example of a universal in

Each human being has an individual right to life. Howe
possession of the right to life is wholly dependent on p
sess as an individual, it is not the case that my possession
life is dependent on your possession of that right.12
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However, notice that joint rights can
individuals possess as individuals. The
based in part on membership of a pol
possession of the property or right o

question whether or not joint rights ar
the basis of membership of a social gr

and that therefore the way is open t

rights possessed in part on the basis of
But I am getting ahead of myself.
Before adding to our initial account of
collective goods.14 Here there are a num

As Raz points out, there are necessa
that are merely contingently collectiv
supply might be only contingently co
the water supply is cut off, everybod
different system selective cutting off

society is necessarily a collective good
not something that could be channeled
Following Reaume, in respect of nec
further distinguish between those that
himself, and those that he cannot cho
streets are of the former kind and a law
recluse could not be prevented from
abiding society, but he could choose n
going out. On the other hand even by s
not to enjoy a law-abiding society.
Let us now explore the connection bet

goods. First we need to get a clearer pict
Two or more agents perform a joint a
end, and they each perform an individu

lief that the others will do likewise. A
end is realised. Thus Fred and Bill eac

table be lifted, and so Fred lifts one sid

Here each intentionally lifts his side in
the other side, and the table will be lift
special feature. It is an end that can be

jointly. Let us call such ends collectiv

that the state of having an end is a men
an individual person; it is not a myster

Sometimes the end realised in joint
then a joint right may well be gener
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agents, and not other agents, would have a right to such a g

the ones responsible for its existence, or continued exist

clear that if one participating agent has a right to the good

things being equal - so do the others. That is, there is in

of rights with respect to the good.
Let us look a little closer at this joint right. Firstly, what
of this right? Certainly, it is not the fact that I am a mem

group. So joint rights are not necessarily collective righ
they are not necessarily collective rights, on the plausib

that collective rights are the rights of social groups (in our

social group).

Perhaps the basis of this joint right is simply the fact that

some individual action. This is not quite correct. I do not

right in virtue of performing an action that is describable
of the actions of the other agents. For example, I do not ha
use a house that we jointly built simply in virtue of the fac
one of the walls. Rather, I have a right in virtue of having

the building of the house by building that wall. My wall
sidered by itself would not give rise to a right in respect
For there might not be a house, but only my wall.

Secondly, what is the relationship, if any, between join
collective goods? The good consists in the first instance
end in respect of which the participants possess a joint r

ingly, even if the good considered in itself is not a collectiv
of the individual (jointly held) rights to it is a right to it q
good. For example, using two boats and a single large net we

catch a hundred fish. By prior agreement we could poss
rights to fifty fish each. But this agreement is something

the joint right, and indeed presupposes it. Imagine that

the good produced could not be parceled out in the manner
the agreement. Perhaps we caught only one very large fi
but instead a rare and valuable old ship. If so, each indivi

claim an individual (jointly held) right to the good, and therefore

insist on making some different agreement (or perhaps no ag
Thus far my discussion of jointly held rights to jointly p
has implicitly assumed that the good produced is not consti

actions that produce it. But there are joint actions the co
which just is those joint actions themselves.18 And of th
cases in which the collective end is a good. Thus two peo
together may have as a (collective) end in itself, simply tha
together. Here the good aimed at is just the joint activity
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the good. By contrast
end in itself that the
sweeping as an end in
is not constituted by

a team of street
streets are clean,
itself. Here the g
the joint activity

Let us now consider goods that con

taken to produce them. Reaume has giv

She claims that such goods are necess

goods such that an agent that contribut

cluded from their enjoyment, either by an

She gives as an example friendship.
Mary then Mary enjoys the friendsh
litical participation and cultural par
participatory goods.
As Reaume points out, examples suc
problematic as instances of goods in r
lective rights, since it is by no means

goods.20 For such cases involve the p
enjoyed only by those who contribut
merely instrumental individual actio
joint action is the end. But in that c

right to enjoy the good, having partici

ticipated, a person has necessarily en
The production of participatory goo
ment of these goods, having particip
moral rights. Specifically, there are

and these are conceivably of two sorts.

pate. These can be held against those

against outsiders seeking to prevent an
indeed everyone from participating. Se
participation.22 Are either of these kin

to participate are joint rights. I have
participating, and I have this right jo
participation are more problematic.
force participation. For example, the

have the joint right to enforce particip
sume that the war effort is a good, th
good. Presumably the war effort is on
trinsic, good. Perhaps parents, and ev
have a joint right to enforce the partic
programs.23 If so, then this is a joint
participatory good that is also an int
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Collective Rights

Thus far we have explored the notions of a joint right and a c
tive good, and argued that joint rights are: (1) rights possessed by
individual persons, albeit jointly possessed; (2) rights to collective goods,
at least in the sense that each of the individuals has a right to the good in
question qua collective good. We have distinguished between jointly held
rights to jointly produced goods, and jointly held rights to other sorts of
goods. In relation to the former, we have further distinguished between
jointly produced goods that are constituted by the joint actions that pro-

duced them (participatory goods), and those not so constituted. Moral
rights to participatory goods are rights in relation to participation; they
are not rights to the enjoyment of those goods.

Further, the preceding discussion enables us to draw three general
conclusions concerning the relationship between joint rights and collective rights. First, many joint rights are not collective rights. For example,
the right of two men to jointly own the house that they have built. Sec-

ond, many joint rights are collective rights. For example, the right to
secede. Third, the holders of collective rights are members of social
groups (in some rich sense of a social group). Accordingly, I have suggested that we conceive of collective rights as a species of joint right.
Specifically, collective rights are joint rights (and therefore rights to
collective goods) possessed at least in part in virtue of membership of a
social group.
Let us now consider some of the different kinds of goods to which people
might have collective rights, beginning with jointly produced goods.

The right of the citizens of Australia not to suffer an invasion by
Indonesia is a collective right. Each Australian citizen has this right
jointly with the other citizens, and it is a right that is possessed at least
in part by membership of the social group comprised of all Australians.

Moreover, it is a collective right to a collective good that is (at least in
part) produced by the joint defensive military actions of the citizens of

Australia. So here we have a collective right to a jointly produced (but
non-participatory) good.
The right of the citizens of Australia to participate in Australian political affairs is a collective right. Each Australian citizen has this right
jointly with the other citizens, and it is a right that is possessed at least
in part by membership of the social group comprised of all Australians.
Moreover, it is a collective right to a collective good that consists in the
joint participation in politics by Australian citizens. So here we have a
collective right to a jointly produced participatory good.
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What of other participatory goods

friendship and culture? Certainly cultu

claimed to be collective rights. Howe
since the right not to be excluded fr

not even in part based on membership
not convinced that there are rights of e

ticipatory goods, other than in special case

Friendship, communication, intellectu
expression, appear to be human rights,

that they are not possessed by grou
groups. Moreover, they are rights to

be forced to participate.
In denying that such rights are collec

they are necessarily individual right
solitary individual can possess and en
he or she possesses as an individual. R
cies of joint right that I will refer to

rights individuals possess in virtue of n

or engage in activities, with other in
ment of such rights is necessarily joi

right to have a friendship with B then
to have a friendship with A. Further,
other individuals with whom they may
joint activity. Rather they are rights h

seek to interfere in these relations o

third parties are themselves participan
For example, John may try to prevent
with Jane.

Importantly, for our purposes here, such interpersonal (joint) rights
in relation to participatory goods are not collective rights in the sense of
being rights possessed in virtue of membership of a social group. They

are basic human rights to form relations and engage in joint activities
with other humans by mutual consent.
Consider the attempt of the Eastern European communist regimes to
prevent intercultural intellectual interaction between academics in East-

ern Europe and academics in the West. Consider also the policy of the
Taliban in Afghanistan not only to force women not to show their faces

in public - they must wear veils - but also to restrict their individual
freedom to form friendships, especially friendships with males who are
not members of their family, or who are not approved of by their fathers
or husbands.
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Thus far we have discussed two kinds of joint rights
goods that have been jointly produced - participatory an

patory - and I have argued that such rights are collective if

possessed in part in virtue of membership of a social gr

they are not. However, there are at least some collective ri
that have not been jointly produced by those who have a r
These include joint rights to assistance or protection. Con
connection the joint moral right that that the members of
group might have to the protection of the social forms def
community, including its fundamental institutions such as

kinship system, and so on.25 Here the collective good o

not necessarily produced by those who have a joint right t
this joint right is possessed in part in virtue of membersh

group comprised of members of the indigenous people i
cordingly, it is a collective right.

Further examples of collective rights to goods that a

produced by those who possess the rights might include co

in relation to the use of land under communal systems

and placing strictures on the joint right of two individuals

relations, given well-motivated social taboos on interc
say, fathers and daughters.
Social Groups

In this paper I have argued that many collective moral rights a
reality joint rights to collective goods possessed in part by vir
membership of a social group. In what remains of this paper I w
deal with a residual matter. While my discussion has made exten
use of the notion of a social group, I have not defined a social gr
will do so now. As I indicated above, my use of the term "social g

is somewhat restrictive. Naturally, there are other perfectly legitim
but less restrictive, senses of the term. However, in my sense of
group a social group is not simply a group of individuals who happen
interact. For example, the combined membership of two warring tr
does not constitute a single social group (in my sense of the term

Let us offer a preliminary definition of a social group and see
far it gets us.

We could define a social group as (roughly) a set of individual
sons who are the current participants in: (1) some common struc
of conventions26 (including at least a structure of linguistic convent
(2) a common structure of social norms27 (in the sense of accep
though not necessarily justifiable - principles of morality); (3) a com
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structure of fundamental institutions, i

ship, legal (or quasi-legal), and econom
stretch of intergenerational history.

This definition is, as it stands, inade
strong claims to collective rights hav

intergenerational history with the large

minority, and have participated in com
(including linguistic conventions), socia
tutions. However, the point is that th
Consider the Kurds in Iraq.
Here we need to distinguish two con
(5) the membership of the social group
entiated from the membership of other

common ancestry and (b) their partici

common set(s) of joint actions, activities

so to speak, epistemological and nar

intergenerational attempts to understa
tion (5) expresses the proposition that
shared a common life over generations.
The second condition is: (6) their mor

lective rights at issue - have been v
because they are members of the soc

Roughly speaking, social groups that m
peoples. Clearly, only (5), but not (6),
group. Condition (6) presupposes the ex
set (6) aside for the moment.

Our definition of a social groups con

(5). Are these conditions jointly sufficien

to autonomy and to cultural self-defe
social groups have to be viable as indep
rights to autonomy and cultural self-p
Thus a social group may need to have
habit, and to which it has a moral en
predatory social groups such as the Sic
may well meet conditions (1) through

classes - the eighteenth-century British
tury British working class, the whites i

blacks in apartheid South Africa - als

claim that any of these groups has collec

is very implausible. And the claim that
Triads has collective rights to the preser
false. Rather the predatory criminal gro
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members incarcerated. As for the other groups, the power
ing ruling classes ought to be diminished, and the rights o

classes respected.
Accordingly, if we are to ground these alleged collect

will have to look beyond any definition of what it is to be
In short, there is, I suggest, a disanalogy between social

dividual human beings at least in relation to autonomy
self-preservation. All individual persons have a fundam
autonomy and to self-defense, irrespective of their moral

not lose my right to autonomy or to self-defense bec
person who is leading a worthless life. This is, of cours
with being restrained, or even locked up, if I am a danger

sons. Not so social groups. In the case of social groups y
a right to continued existence or to possess autonomy u
pass various moral tests in relation to your contributio

well-being and autonomy of your members. Moreover, soc
need to pass tests in relation to their treatment of othe
including at least the test of not seriously harming other

in a world of increasing interaction between social grou
and more reasonable to require very strict (albeit minim
in respect of the behavior of social groups in relation

groups. In short, when it comes to the collective rights of

cultural self-preservation of social groups, it all depend

on the moral character of the particular social group in qu

This leads to the following account of many, perhaps
rights. Collective rights are joint rights to collective g

rights possessed in part in virtue of membership of a viab
acceptable social group. Here a social group is to be defin

conditions (1) through (5).
This account is as it stands deficient in a number of r
briefly mention three of these in closing.

First, if conditions (1) through (5) are taken as necess

cient for being a social group, then clear cases of collective
to self-determination and cultural self-defense will be ruled out. The

definition of social group needs to be weakened. In all probabilit

looser definition is called for, and one that treats conditions (1) throu

(5) as criteria rather than necessary conditions. Moreover, even gr
ing that each of conditions (1) through (5) is a criterion there is a

for further qualification. For example, in relation to condition (5), so

one could be a relatively recent member of a social group by virtu

having the shared aspirations of the group, having participated for (s
twenty years in the joint projects of the group, and so on.
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Second, the account of collective rig
if anything, grounds collective right
social group? Perhaps, the answer to
sess as individuals, and/or properties
example, the property of individual a

ground the collective right to self-dete

Third, I have not offered an explicit
tively speaking, membership of a so

group) contributes to the generation of
it is important to stress that on my acc
is only a necessary, but not a sufficient

collective rights.
In order to assist in answering our q

ticular example of a collective right - t
the Tibetan community to self-determi

possessed in part by virtue of proper

viduals, such as the capacity to make ra
held right is evidently possessed in part
betan persons jointly possess (other tha
such as the ability (if left alone) to join
However, the jointly held right of the

nity to self-determination in the fac

also possessed in part by virtue of their

munity. Membership of the Chinese

someone the (jointly held) right to Tibe
son for this is simply that the "self" in
definition the Tibetan social group; mem

living in China are simply not candid
rights to Tibetan self-determination.

I have suggested that membership o
social group) is a necessary, but not a
sion of a collective right. In so doing I

view that membership of a social gro
potency of a kind that generates mor
example, the jointly held right to (sa

principally in the properties that perso

as the capacity for rational choice. N
possess a collective right unless they
Moreover, if a number of individuals

right then those individuals must be m
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NOTES

Seumas Miller is Professor of Social Philosophy, Director of the Cen

Professional and Applied Ethics, and Head of the School of Humanities and
Sciences, at Charles Sturt University. He is also Professorial Fellow in Phil
at the Centre for Philosophy and Public Issues at the University of Melbour
1. For discussions of these issues and others see Michael Macdonald, ed.,
Canadian Journal of Law and Jurisprudence 4, no. 2, July 1991 (Special issue on
collective rights); Judith Baker, ed., Group Rights (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1994); Ian Shapiro and Will Kymlicka, eds., Ethnicity and Group Rights (New
York: New York University Press, 1997); Nomos 39.

2. In this paper I will be concerned primarily with the collective rights of social

groups, as opposed to the (alleged) collective rights of organizations such as
corporations, governments, and the like. For arguments against the ascription of
collective rights to organizations, institutions, and the like see Seumas Miller, "Joint
Action," Philosophical Papers 21, no. 3 (1992): 275-299; idem., "Corporate Crime,

the Excesses of the 80' s and Collective Responsibility," Australian Journal of
Corporate Law 5, no. 2 (1995): 39-51; and idem., "Individualism, Collective

Responsibility and Corporate Crime," Business and Professional Ethics Journal 4,
no. 1 (1997).
3. For a discussion of external judicial adjudication in relation to internal Church
decision making, and the implications for the autonomy of a minority within a larger

society, see Denise G. Reaume, "Common-Law Constructions of Group Autonomy:
A Case Study," in Shapiro and Kymlicka, Ethnicity and Group Rights.
4. There are, of course, a great number of further distinctions that can be made in
relation to rights, such as claim rights, liberty rights, active and passive rights, and
so on. For discussions of these and other distinctions in relation to collective rights

see James Nickel, "Group Agency and Group Rights," and Jacob T. Levy,
"Classifying Cultural Rights," both in Shapiro and Kymlicka, Ethnicity and Group
Rights.
5. Will Kymlicka, "Individual and Community Rights," in Baker, Group Rights,
p. 19. See also his "Liberalism, Individualism and Group Rights," in A. Hutchinson
and L. Green, eds., Law and the Community (Toronto: Carswell, 1989); Liberalism,
Community and Culture (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989); and Multicultural
Citizenship: A Liberal Theory of Minority Rights (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995).
6. For a discussion of a version of this view see Thomas W. Pogge, "Group Rights
and Ethnicity," in Shapiro and Kymlicka, Ethnicity and Group Rights.

1 . Michael Macdonald (in "Should Communities have Rights? Reflections on
Liberal Individualism," in Macdonald, p.218) distinguishes collective rights from
what he calls "class action rights." Thus the members of a club might have a class
action right, but the club per se has a collective right. I think we can generate

collective rights from the individual, but nevertheless jointly held, rights of
members of groups. But such joint rights need to be distinguished from his "class
action rights." As will become evident, the latter are much narrower than the former.
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8. Michael Macdonald, "Should Commun

Liberal Individualism"; Michael Hartney, "S

Rights"; and Jan Narveson, "Collective R
Macdonald, "Group Rights," Philosophica

"Collective Entities and Moral Rights: Prob
Politics 44 (1982); Denise G. Reaume, "The G
Baker, Group Rights, esp. pp. 124-125.
9. Narveson, "Collective Rights," p. 345.

10. On secession and the right thereof

Morality of Political Divorce from Fort Sum
Col.: Westview, 1991).
11. See my "Joint Action."
12. Joint rights also need to be distinguished from conditional individual rights.
By mutual consent I might have a right to fish in your river on condition that you
have a right to hunt in my woods. However, neither I nor you have a joint right; rather
we each have a conditional individual right. For one thing, the content of my right
brings with it no essential reference to the content of yours. For another, I can
unilaterally extinguish your right, as you can mine.

13. Thus the distinction between joint and collective rights is important.
Moreover, as Hartney points out ("Some Confusions Concerning Collective
Rights," p. 311), the distinction is in keeping with established usage.
14. There is a further distinction that is typically made in respect of collective

goods, namely, the distinction between collective goods that are non-rival in
consumption and ones that are rival. A non-rival good is such that the consumption
by one person does not reduce the consumption by another. The former are referred
to as public goods.
15. Joseph Raz, "Rights-based Moralities," in Theories of Rights, ed. J. Waldron
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1984), p. 187. See also his Morality of Freedom
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), chapter 8.

16. Denise Reaume, "Individuals, Groups and Rights to Public Goods,"
University of Toronto Law Journal 38 (1988).
17. For a more detailed account of this view, and defense against other accounts,
see Miller, "Joint Action" and "Intentions, Ends and Joint Action," Philosophical

Papers 24, no. 1 (1995): 51-67.
18. See Miller, "Joint Action," for a taxonomy of joint actions and collective ends.

19. Reaume, "Individuals, Groups and Rights to Public Goods." See also Leslie
Green, "Two Views of Collective Rights," in Macdonald, p. 321.
20. Ibid., p. 9.
21. Reaume offers an interest-based account of both individual and collective
rights. See her "The Group Right to Linguistic Security" in Baker, Group Rights.
22. Or rights to enforce non-participation, as in the case of social taboos, such as
incest. Here there is a joint right (indeed collective right) to prevent members of the
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group from participating in a joint action (incest) that realizes a c
end that is either intrinsically bad, or at least has bad consequenc

23. Following Green, p. 324, we can usefully distinguish between
and the one who has the right to exercise or waive the right on be
bearer. Children may have rights that their parents have the right t
on their behalf. Perhaps the (alleged) right to enforce participat
programs is an exercise of the parents' right to exercise the child' s
the child.

24. It might be argued that these cultural rights are social, as opposed to merely

interpersonal. I reject this. The right to communicate is - at least in the first
instance - the right of an individual mind to communicate to another individual
mind. Artistic expression can, of course, take a collective form, as in the case of an
orchestra. But here - first point - the right of the individuals to play music together
on the basis of individual mutual consent is not dependent on membership of some
prior social or cultural group. Indeed, it might be that a musical band sets out to
constitute itself of individuals from diverse social and cultural groups for the
purposes of generating trans-cultural music. Second, the right of group audiences is
logically dependent on the right of an individual person to be an audience. Again, the
right to friendship is - at least in the first instance - a right held between two
individuals.

25. See Kymlicka, Multicultural Citizenship, chap. 5. Kymlicka argues that such
rights are minority rights. Contra Kymlicka I hold that there are no minority or
"special" moral rights. Rather there are only minority legal rights (often) in the
service of collective rights that are not minority rights. I have argued this in

"Collective Rights and Minorities," Pre-Print Series, No. 3/93 (University of
Melbourne, 1994).

26. See Seumas Miller, "On Conventions," Australasian Journal of Philosophy
70, no. 2 (1992): 435-45.
27. See Seumas Miller, "Social Norms," in Contemporary Action Theory, Vol. 2:
Social Action, ed. Thita Holmstron-Hintikka and Raimo Tuomela (Dordrecht:
Kluwer - Synthese Library Series, 1997), pp. 211-229.
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